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Abstract. The Forecast Ocean Assimilation Model (FOAM)

is an operational ocean analysis and forecast system run

daily at the Met Office. FOAM provides modelling capabil-

ity in both deep ocean and coastal shelf sea regimes using

the NEMO (Nucleus for European Modelling of the Ocean)

ocean model as its dynamical core. The FOAM Deep Ocean

suite produces analyses and 7-day forecasts of ocean tracers,

currents and sea ice for the global ocean at 1/4◦ resolution.

Satellite and in situ observations of temperature, salinity, sea

level anomaly and sea ice concentration are assimilated by

FOAM each day over a 48 h observation window. The FOAM

Deep Ocean configurations have recently undergone a ma-

jor upgrade which has involved the implementation of a new

variational, first guess at appropriate time (FGAT) 3D-Var,

assimilation scheme (NEMOVAR); coupling to a different,

multi-thickness-category, sea ice model (CICE); the use of

coordinated ocean-ice reference experiment (CORE) bulk

formulae to specify the surface boundary condition; and an

increased vertical resolution for the global model.

In this paper the new FOAM Deep Ocean system is intro-

duced and details of the recent changes are provided. Re-

sults are presented from 2-year reanalysis integrations of

the Global FOAM configuration including an assessment of

short-range ocean forecast accuracy. Comparisons are made

with both the previous FOAM system and a non-assimilative

FOAM system. Assessments reveal considerable improve-

ments in the new system to the near-surface ocean and sea

ice fields. However there is some degradation to sub-surface

tracer fields and in equatorial regions which highlights spe-

cific areas upon which to focus future improvements.

1 Introduction

The Forecast Ocean Assimilation Model (FOAM) system

is an operational ocean forecasting system run daily at the

Met Office which provides modelling capability in both

deep ocean and shelf sea regimes. FOAM has been produc-

ing global analyses and forecasts for the deep ocean oper-

ationally since 1997 (Bell et al., 2000). The FOAM Deep

Ocean system was radically overhauled at the end of the last

decade, when it was upgraded to use the Nucleus for Euro-

pean Modelling of the Ocean (NEMO; Madec, 2008) com-

munity model as its dynamical core. As part of this change,

termed FOAM version 10 (FOAM v10), the deep ocean

configurations were rationalised to comprise a 1/4◦ global

model with three one-way-nested 1/12◦ regional models in

the North Atlantic, Indian Ocean and Mediterranean Sea

(Storkey et al., 2010).

Forecasts are primarily produced for use by the Royal

Navy, but there is also an increasing requirement for FOAM

within the commercial, ecological and government sectors

for applications involving safety at sea and shipping; moni-

toring of oil spills and pollutants as well as offshore commer-

cial operations (Davidson et al., 2009; Brushett et al., 2011;

Jacobs et al., 2009). Additionally ocean and sea ice analy-

ses from the Global FOAM configuration are used as ini-

tial conditions for the Met Office’s GloSea5 coupled ocean–

ice–atmosphere seasonal and medium-range forecasting sys-

tems (MacLachlan et al., 2014). This coupled forecasting

system provides short-range 1/4◦ global ocean forecasts as

part of the MyOcean2 project (www.myocean.eu); with pre-

vious versions of FOAM having provided global analyses
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and forecasts as part of the original MyOcean project. FOAM

was also one of the systems contributing to the Global Ocean

Data Assimilation Experiment (GODAE; Bell et al., 2009;

Dombrowsky et al., 2009) and is participating in the GODAE

OceanView follow-on project (Le Traon et al., 2010).

January 2013 saw the operational implementation of a

major upgrade to the FOAM Deep Ocean system, denoted

FOAM version 12 (FOAM v12). The new system retains the

NEMO ocean model which is coupled to the Los Alamos

sea ice model (CICE) of Hunke and Lipscomb (2010) in

place of NEMO’s native Louvain-la-Neuve Sea Ice Model 2

(LIM2: Fichefet and Maqueda, 1997; Bouillon et al., 2009).

This change from the LIM2 model to CICE was driven by the

need to be consistent with the Met Office seasonal forecast-

ing (GloSea; MacLachlan et al., 2014; Arribas et al., 2011)

and climate modelling (HadGEM; Hewitt et al., 2011; Johns

et al., 2006) systems to support the Met Office’s aim of pro-

ducing seamless forecasts across all timescales (Brown et al.,

2012). In particular, as the FOAM analyses are used as ini-

tial condition for the GloSea5 seasonal forecasting system

– which uses the CICE sea ice model with five thickness

categories – it is important that the two systems are con-

sistent so as to minimise coupled initialisation shock. The

ocean surface boundary condition (SBC) has been upgraded

from direct forcing, with fluxes derived by the atmospheric

model, to use the CORE bulk formulation of Large and Yea-

ger (2004). This change means that the bulk formulae cal-

culations are now performed in the ocean model using an

evolving ocean surface to provide a more realistic represen-

tation of atmosphere interactions at the ocean and ice surface.

The analysis correction (AC) assimilation scheme described

in Storkey et al. (2010) and Martin et al. (2007) has been

replaced with a newly developed variational (3D-Var) assim-

ilation scheme called NEMOVAR (Mogensen et al., 2012;

Balmaseda et al., 2013; Mogensen et al., 2009). NEMOVAR

has been specifically developed for use with NEMO and has

been further tuned for the 1/4◦ global model by Waters et al.

(2013, 2014). Initial comparisons between NEMOVAR and

AC show considerable improvements to ocean surface fields,

particularly in areas of high variability, as well as the At-

lantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) at 26.5◦ N

(Waters et al., 2014; Roberts et al., 2013). Improvements

to the initial ocean conditions can play an important role

in the improvement of coupled seasonal forecasts (Barnston

et al., 2012), whilst the potential importance of the AMOC

for controlling sub-surface temperature anomalies in the sub-

tropical Atlantic has recently been shown by Cunningham

et al. (2013).

This paper documents the developments that were made

to the Global FOAM configuration and provides an assess-

ment of the new global analyses and forecasts made relative

to the previous FOAM v11 system. The paper is structured

as follows: in Sect. 2 the FOAM v12 system is described

and the evolution of the system is detailed from FOAM v10

through to FOAM v12. Details of Global FOAM reanalyses

and forecast experiments are documented in Sect. 3, and re-

sults from these integrations are presented in Sect. 4. The

paper concludes with a summary in Sect. 5.

2 System description

2.1 Physical model

The Global FOAM configuration is based on the ORCA025

setup developed by Mercator Océan (Drévillon et al., 2008).

This tripolar grid is effectively a regular Mercator grid over

the majority of the globe with a 1/4◦ (28 km) horizontal grid

spacing at the Equator reducing to 7 km at high southern lati-

tudes in the Weddell and Ross seas. To avoid singularities as-

sociated with the convergence of meridians at the North Pole,

a stretched grid is used in northern latitudes with two poles in

the Arctic (on the North American and Eurasian landmasses

respectively) as described by Madec (2008). Using this irreg-

ular grid gives a typical grid spacing of approximately 10 km

in the Arctic Ocean basin.

The vertical coordinate system is based on geopoten-

tial levels using the DRAKKAR 75 level set. These levels

are prescribed using a double-tanh function distribution to

give an increased concentration of levels in the near-surface

without compromising the resolution in deeper waters. The

model has a 1 m top box in order to better resolve shal-

low mixed layers and potentially capture diurnal variability

(Bernie et al., 2005). Partial cell thickness is used at the sea

floor (Adcroft et al., 1997; Pacanowski and Gnanadesikan,

1998) to better resolve the bottom topography. The model

bathymetry is the DRAKKAR G70 bathymetry, which is

based on the ETOPO2v2 data set and created using methods

described in Barnier et al. (2006).

The modelling component of the FOAM v12 system is

version 3.2 of the NEMO ocean model (Madec, 2008) –

a primitive equation model with variables distributed on a

three-dimensional Arakawa C grid. The model uses a linear

filtered free surface (Roullet and Madec, 2000) and free-slip

lateral momentum boundary condition. A vector invariant

formulation of the momentum equations is used, with the to-

tal vorticity term discretised using an energy- and enstrophy-

conserving scheme adapted from Arakawa and Lamb (1981).

Barnier et al. (2006) show that this combined use of par-

tial cells, the energy- and enstrophy-conserving momentum

advection scheme and the free-slip lateral boundary condi-

tion gives an improved representation of the mesoscale cir-

culation in the DRAKKAR NEMO ORCA025 configuration

and, in particular, western boundary currents such as the Gulf

Stream, Kuroshio and Agulhas.

Horizontal momentum diffusion is performed using a bi-

Laplacian operator along geopotential levels with diffusion

coefficient −1.5 × 1011 m4 s−1. Meanwhile tracer diffusion

is Laplacian and along isopycnals using diffusion coefficient

300 m2 s−1. These diffusion values are valid at the Equator,
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where the grid spacing is a maximum and the coefficients

are reduced with decreasing grid spacing to prevent numeri-

cal instabilities and unrealistically high diffusion in areas of

increased horizontal resolution (such as the Weddell Sea).

The Laplacian coefficient scales linearly with the grid spac-

ing, and the bi-Laplacian coefficient scales with the cube of

the grid spacing. The tracer equations use a total-variation-

diminishing (TVD) advection scheme (Zalesak, 1979) to

avoid the problem of overshooting where sharp gradients ex-

ist in the tracer fields (Lévy et al., 2001).

Vertical mixing is parametrised using the turbulent kinetic

energy (TKE) scheme of Gaspar et al. (1990) (embedded

into NEMO by Blanke and Delecluse, 1993). This scheme

includes a prognostic equation for the TKE and a diagnos-

tic equation for the turbulent mixing length based on the

local stability profile. Convection is parametrised using an

enhanced vertical diffusion, and the mixing effect of Lang-

muir circulations is prescribed using the simple parametri-

sation proposed by Axell (2002). The scheme uses back-

ground vertical eddy viscosity and diffusivity coefficients of

1.0 × 10−4 m2 s−1 and 1.0 × 10−5 m2 s−1 respectively and

buoyancy mixing length scale minimum values of 0.01 m

at the surface and 0.001 m in the interior – consistent with

the values used within DRAKKAR. The TKE scheme within

NEMO was updated at version 3.2 to ensure dynamical con-

sistency in the space–time discretisations (Burchard, 2002).

A quadratic bottom friction boundary condition is applied

together with an advective and diffusive bottom boundary

layer for temperature and salinity tracers (Beckmann and

Döscher, 1997). There is a geographical variation of parame-

ters to provide enhanced mixing in the Indonesian Through-

flow (ITF), Denmark Strait and Bab el-Mandeb. Bottom in-

tensified tidal mixing is parametrised following the formula-

tion proposed by St. Laurent et al. (2002) using K1 and M2

mixing climatologies provided by the DRAKKAR project.

The Indonesian Throughflow area is treated as a special

case, and the parametrisations of Koch-Larrouy et al. (2007)

(adapted from those of St. Laurent et al., 2002) are employed

to better reproduce the effects of the strong internal tides that

exist in this highly dynamic region.

The model is forced at the surface using the CORE bulk

formulae scheme of Large and Yeager (2004) using fields

provided by the Met Office Unified Model (UM) global Nu-

merical Weather Prediction (NWP) system (Davies et al.,

2005) – currently running at a horizontal resolution of ap-

proximately 25 km. These forcing fields consist of 3-hourly

radiative fluxes, 3-hourly 10 m temperature and humidity

fields and 1-hourly 10 m wind speeds. An RGB (red, green,

blue) scheme is used for the penetration of solar radiation

(Lengaigne et al., 2007) with a uniform chlorophyll value

of 0.05 g L−1. A Haney flux correction (Haney, 1971) is

applied to the sea surface salinity (SSS) based on the dif-

ference between the model and climatology. River outflow

is input to the model as a surface freshwater flux with an

enhanced vertical diffusion at river mouths – with mixing

coefficient 2.0 × 10−3 m2 s−1 over the top 10 m – to mix the

fresh water to depth. The climatological river run-off fields

for ORCA025 were derived by Bourdalle-Badie and Treguier

(2006) based on estimates given in Dai and Trenberth (2002).

The long-time evolution of sub-surface tracer fields is con-

trolled by way of 3-D Newtonian damping using tempera-

ture and salinity climatologies with a 360-day timescale. The

temperature and salinity climatologies used for this damp-

ing – and also for the Haney flux salinity correction – were

created by averaging the EN3v2a analysis (updated from

Ingleby and Huddleston, 2007) over the years 2004–2008.

However, as there were problems with the ingestion of data

in the Black Sea into EN3v2a during this period, the tem-

perature and salinity climatologies in this region were taken

from the WOA2001 1/4◦ analysis of Boyer et al. (2005).

The sea ice model used is version 4.1 of the Los Alamos

CICE model of Hunke and Lipscomb (2010) based on the

HadGEM3 implementation of Hewitt et al. (2011). The

CICE model determines the spatial and temporal evolution

of the ice thickness distribution (ITD) due to advection,

thermodynamic growth and melt, and mechanical redistri-

bution/ridging (Thorndike et al., 1975). At each model grid

point the ice pack is divided into five thickness categories

(lower bounds: 0, 0.6, 1.4, 2.4 and 3.6 m) to model the sub-

grid-scale ITD, with an additional ice-free category for open

water areas.

The thermodynamic growth and melt of the sea ice is cal-

culated using the zero-layer thermodynamic model of Semt-

ner (1976), with a single layer of ice and a single layer of

snow. Although the standard CICE configuration uses multi-

layer thermodynamics, this scheme is not currently compat-

ible with the coupling used in HadGEM3 or GloSea5, and

so the zero-layer scheme is used for consistency. The calcu-

lated growth or melt rates are used to transport ice between

thickness categories using the linear remapping scheme of

Lipscomb (2001). Ice dynamics are calculated using the

elastic–viscous–plastic (EVP) scheme of Hunke and Dukow-

icz (2002), with ice strength determined using the formula-

tion of Rothrock (1975). Sea ice ridging is modelled using

a scheme based on work by Thorndike et al. (1975), Hibler

(1980), Flato and Hibler (1995) and Rothrock (1975). The

ridging participation function proposed by Lipscomb et al.

(2007) is used, with the ridged ice being distributed between

thickness categories assuming an exponential ITD.

The CICE model runs on the same ORCA025 tripolar

grid as the NEMO ocean model with NEMO–CICE coupling

as detailed in the HadGEM3 documentation (Hewitt et al.,

2011). Unlike HadGEM3 however, the freezing temperature

in the FOAM system is dependent on salinity to provide

a more realistic representation of ice melting and freezing

mechanisms and to give better consistency when assimilat-

ing both sea surface temperature (SST) and sea ice concen-

tration. The CICE model uses its own CORE bulk formula-

tion to specify surface boundary conditions, which is based

on the CICE standard values.
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2.2 Data assimilation

The data assimilation component of the FOAM v12 sys-

tem is NEMOVAR (Mogensen et al., 2012). NEMOVAR

is a multivariate, incremental 3D-Var, first guess at ap-

propriate time (FGAT) data assimilation scheme that has

been developed specifically for NEMO in collaboration with

CERFACS (Centre Européen de Recherche et de Forma-

tion Avancée en Calcul Scientifique), ECMWF (European

Centre for Medium-range Weather Forecasting) and INRIA-

LJK (French Institute for Research in Computer Science and

Automation–Jean Kuntzmann Laboratory). The state vector

in NEMOVAR consists of temperature, salinity, surface ele-

vation, sea ice concentration and horizontal velocities. Key

features of NEMOVAR are the multivariate relationships

which are specified through a linearised balance operator

(Weaver et al., 2005) and the use of an implicit diffusion op-

erator to model background error correlations (Mirouze and

Weaver, 2010).

The NEMOVAR system has been tuned at the Met Office

for the ORCA025 configuration (Waters et al., 2014). In this

implementation the state vector was extended to include sea

ice concentration, which is treated as an unbalanced variable

in the linearised balance relationships. The background er-

ror variances for temperature and salinity are specified as

a combination of statistical errors and vertical parametri-

sations. This allows for flow-dependent errors while incor-

porating climatological information. The background error

variances for sea surface height (SSH) and sea ice concen-

tration are statistical errors. The statistical error variances

were calculated using the NMC method (developed at the

National Meteorology Center; Parrish and Derber, 1992) on

2 years’ worth of 24 and 48 h forecast fields and were then

scaled using background error variances calculated from the

Hollingsworth and Lonnberg (1986) method. In a similar

way, the observation variances are calculated from the NMC

method scaled by observation error variances calculated from

the Hollingsworth and Lonnberg method. Martin et al. (2007)

provides more details on the method used to calculate these

statistical error variances. The horizontal background error

correlations for temperature, salinity and sea ice concentra-

tion are prescribed based on the Rossby radius (Cummings,

2005), while the barotropic SSH correlation length scales are

set at 4◦. The vertical background error correlations are flow-

dependent and parametrised based on the mixed layer depth

(Waters et al., 2014).

The NEMOVAR system includes bias correction schemes

for SST and altimeter data, and their implementations are

detailed in Waters et al. (2013). The SST bias correction

scheme aims to remove bias in SST data due to errors in

the non-constant atmospheric constituents used in the re-

trieval algorithms by correcting data to a reference data set

of assumed unbiased SST observations (Martin et al., 2007;

Donlon et al., 2012). The SST biases are determined using

a 2-D version of NEMOVAR which calculates a large-scale

analysis of the match-ups between the SST observations and

the reference data set. An altimeter bias correction scheme

is used to correct biases in the mean dynamic topography

(MDT) which is added to the sea level anomaly (SLA) al-

timeter observations prior to assimilation. The bias correc-

tion is applied in a similar way to Lea et al. (2008), by

adding an additional altimeter bias field to the data assim-

ilation control vector and including extra terms in the 3D-

Var cost function. The mean dynamic topography used is the

CNES09 (Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales) MDT of Rio

et al. (2011). Systematic errors in the wind forcing near the

Equator are counteracted by the addition of a correction term

to the subsurface pressure gradients in the tropics to improve

the retention of temperature and salinity increments by the

model (Bell et al., 2004).

Observations are read into NEMO and model fields are

mapped into observation space using the NEMO observa-

tion operator to create model counterparts using bilinear in-

terpolation in the horizontal and cubic splines in the verti-

cal directions. These FGAT model–observation comparisons,

called the innovations, are subsequently used as inputs to

the NEMOVAR assimilation system. NEMOVAR assimilates

satellite and in situ observations of SST, in situ observations

of sub-surface temperature and salinity, altimeter observa-

tions of SSH and satellite observations of sea ice concentra-

tion. Velocity data are not assimilated into NEMOVAR, but

balanced velocities are determined through the multivariate

balance relationships.

Observations are assimilated using a 24 h assimilation

window, and increments are applied to the model using a

24 h incremental analysis update (IAU) step (Bloom et al.,

1996) with constant increments. Analysis updates are made

to the state variables in the NEMO model with the exception

of sea ice concentration updates which are made in the CICE

model, taking into account the distribution of ice concentra-

tion between the different ice thickness categories (Peterson

et al., 2014). Updates increasing ice concentration are always

made to the thinnest (0–0.6 m) category ice at a thickness of

0.5 m, whilst updates decreasing ice concentration are made

to the thinnest ice thickness category available in that grid

cell.

2.2.1 Observations assimilated

The satellite SST data assimilated include sub-sampled

level 2 Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer

(AVHRR) data from NOAA and MetOp satellites supplied

by the Global High-Resolution Sea Surface Temperature

(GHRSST) project. In situ SST from moored buoys, drifting

buoys and ships are obtained from the Global Telecommu-

nications System (GTS). This in situ data set is considered

unbiased and is used as the reference for the satellite SST

bias correction scheme. Sea level anomaly observations from

Jason-2, CryoSat2 and Jason-1 satellite altimeters are pro-

vided by CLS (Collecte Localisation Satellites) in near-real
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time through the MyOcean project. Sub-surface tempera-

ture and salinity profiles are obtained from the GTS and in-

clude measurements taken by Argo profiling floats, under-

water gliders, moored buoys and marine mammals as well as

manual profiling methods such as expendable bathythermo-

graph (XBT) and conductivity–temperature–depth (CTD).

The sea ice concentration observations are Special Sensor

Microwave Imager/Sounder (SSMIS) data provided by the

EUMETSAT Ocean Sea Ice Satellite Application Facility

(OSI-SAF). These OSI-SAF sea ice data are derived using

data from several different SSMIS satellites and provided as

a daily gridded product on a 10 km polar stereographic pro-

jection (OSI-SAF, 2012).

2.3 Operational implementation and daily running

The FOAM Deep Ocean system is run daily in the Met Of-

fice operational suite in an early morning slot. Starting from

T −48 h each day, the system performs two 24 h data assim-

ilation cycles before running a 7-day forecast. Performing

data assimilation over a 48 h observation window in this man-

ner allows the FOAM system to assimilate considerably more

observations than would be possible with a single 24 h win-

dow owing to the inclusion of late-arriving observations. A

detailed breakdown of the daily operational running is as fol-

lows:

1. Observations (as detailed in Sect. 2.2 above) are ob-

tained from the Met Office’s observations database sep-

arately for the (T − 48 h, T − 24 h] and (T − 24 h, T +

00 h] time periods and are quality-controlled using the

methods described in Storkey et al. (2010) and Ingleby

and Lorenc (1993). The satellite SST bias correction is

then performed using the reference data sets (at present

only in situ SST) to correct for biases in the satellite

SST data.

2. Surface boundary conditions are processed from Met

Office UM Global NWP system output (Davies et al.,

2005), using analysis fields from T −48 h up to T +00 h

followed by forecast fields out to T + 168 h. The re-

sulting SBCs are then translated onto the FOAM model

grids using bilinear interpolation.

3. A 24 h NEMO model forecast is then run for the period

T −48 h to T −24 h using the observation operator de-

scribed in Sect. 2.2 to create FGAT model–observation

differences (innovations) valid at the observation loca-

tions/times.

4. The FGAT innovations output by the observation op-

erator are then used by the NEMOVAR assimilation

scheme to generate fields of daily increments as detailed

in Sect. 2.2 and Waters et al. (2013, 2014).

5. The model is then rerun for the period T −48 h to

T − 24 h, and these increments are applied evenly over

the 24 h period using an incremental analysis update

(IAU) method (Bloom et al., 1996). At the end of this

first IAU step the T − 24 h NEMO and CICE “best es-

timate” analyses are saved for the initialisation of the

T −48 h observation operator step on the following day.

6. The daily data assimilation cycle described in items 3–5

above is then repeated for the period T −24 h to T +00 h,

and the model is run out to T + 168 h to produce a 7-

day forecast. The T + 00 h NEMO and CICE analyses

are saved for initialisation of the GloSea5 (MacLach-

lan et al., 2014) coupled seasonal and medium-range

forecasts. Owing to the variation in observation ar-

rival times, this (T − 24 h, T + 00 h] “update run” will

have been performed using fewer observations than the

(T −48 h, T −24 h] “best estimate” analysis. Typically it

will only have used 65 % of the sub-surface profiles and

may not have had access to CryoSat2 SLA or OSI-SAF

sea ice concentration data.

7. The forecasts are then post-processed to produce spe-

cific forecasts for various users as well as boundary

conditions for the FOAM 1/12◦ regional configurations

(Storkey et al., 2010) and FOAM Shelf Seas configu-

rations (O’Dea et al., 2012; Hyder et al., 2013) for the

next day. Products are delivered to the Royal Navy via a

dedicated communications link and to other customers

via FTP.

The Met Office operational suite benefits from round-

the-clock operator technical support, with additional out-of-

hours support being provided by ocean forecasting scientists

where required. This helps to make the operational delivery

of FOAM products robust – keeping failures and instances of

late delivery to a minimum.

The new v12 FOAM Deep Ocean operational system

was initialised in autumn 2012 from pre-operational trials

(detailed in Sect. 3). It was implemented operationally on

17 January 2013 after a successful period of trial running in

the Met Office’s parallel suite.

2.4 Evolution of the global FOAM configuration

from v11 to v12

In this section differences are highlighted between the new

v12 FOAM global configuration described in Sect. 2.1 and

the previous v11 version. Details of the FOAM v11 upgrade

relative to the Storkey et al. (2010) FOAM v10 system can

be found in Appendix A, whilst a summary of the differences

between the global model configurations for FOAM v10, v11

and v12 can be found in Table 1.

The main differences between the new FOAM v12 system

and the v11 system are as follows: data assimilation change

from the analysis correction scheme to NEMOVAR 3D-Var

FGAT scheme; sea ice model change from LIM2 to CICE;

and SBC change from direct forcing to CORE bulk formulae.
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There have additionally been a number of changes made

to the input files and parameters used by the NEMO ocean

model (Table 1) as well as an upgrade to the vertical resolu-

tion from 50 levels to 75. Motivation for the sea ice model,

SBC and assimilation changes was provided in Sect. 1, and

the remaining NEMO changes were made to align the FOAM

system with the Met Office’s climate modelling (HadGEM)

and seasonal forecasting (GloSea) systems as part of the

Met Office’s seamless forecasting agenda (Brown et al.,

2012). This was accomplished by using a shared standard

UK NEMO Global Ocean configuration which was devel-

oped by the NERC–Met Office Joint Ocean Modelling Pro-

gramme (JOMP) and is based on the DRAKKAR configura-

tion of Barnier et al. (2006).

3 Experiment setup

In order to investigate the quality of the new FOAM v12 sys-

tem, a series of reanalysis and hindcast trials have been per-

formed using three separate FOAM configurations: the full

FOAM v12 system; the full FOAM v11 system; and a free-

running FOAM v12 system with no data assimilation (here-

after the “v12”, “v11” and “free” trials). The main purpose

of these trials is twofold: first to show the difference between

the new FOAM system and the existing system (i.e. v12 ver-

sus v11) and second to assess the impact that the data assim-

ilation has on the accuracy of FOAM predictions (v12 versus

free). The assessment period for these experiments is the 2-

year period from 1 December 2010 until 30 November 2012.

The v12 and v11 reanalyses were performed using a single

24 h data assimilation cycle only, rather than the 2 days per-

formed operationally because, as they are run in delayed time

rather than near-real time, there would be no benefit in run-

ning a longer observation window to capture late-arriving ob-

servations.

To assess the model forecast skill, a series of forecast ex-

periments were performed by spawning off 5-day hindcasts

from the FOAM v11 and v12 reanalysis trials every day dur-

ing the middle month of each season (January, April, July

and October for both 2011 and 2012). These hindcasts were

performed using SBCs generated from forecast, as opposed

to analysis, NWP fields to reflect the true manner in which

forecasts are run operationally. As April only has 30 days,

a 5-day hindcast was also spawned off on 1 May each year

to ensure that an equal number of hindcasts were performed

per season. The surface forcing for all three trials was derived

using output from the same UM Global NWP system which

was run at a horizontal resolution of approximately 25 km for

the entire duration of the trials.

3.1 Initial conditions

The FOAM v11 experiment was initialised from operational

FOAM fields from 1 November 2010 and spun up for 30 days

with full assimilation. Initialisation of the FOAM v12 ex-

periments (v12 and free) was more complicated owing to a

change in vertical resolution, the change to use of the multi-

category CICE sea ice model and the updated bathymetry.

Initial conditions for the CICE model were obtained from

a climatology derived from the HadGEM1 coupled climate

system of Johns et al. (2006). Sea ice concentration, sea

ice thickness and snow thickness fields were taken from a

20-year mean (1986–2005) of a HadGEM1 integration per-

formed with time-varying anthropogenic and natural forcing

(Jones et al., 2011; Stott et al., 2006). All other fields re-

quired for the CICE model, including ice velocities, were

initialised to zero, and these fields were then spun up in a

fully assimilative FOAM system (Waters et al., 2013) for a

further 3.5 years until 10 June 2010. The ocean tempera-

ture and salinity initial conditions for the trials were taken

from archived operational FOAM v10 initial conditions on

10 June 2010 and interpolated vertically to the new FOAM

v12 grid. Owing to a known problem with Black Sea sub-

surface salinity in the v11 Global FOAM system, tempera-

ture and salinity fields throughout this region were replaced

using the climatology developed by the World Ocean At-

las 2001 1/4◦ analysis (Boyer et al., 2005). All other fields

required for the NEMO model, including ocean velocities,

were set to zero. The resulting NEMO and CICE initial con-

ditions were then integrated for 21 days without data as-

similation to allow the currents to spin up naturally, be-

fore commencing a fully assimilative 5-month spin-up from

1 July 2010. After this spin-up both the v12 and free runs

were started from the same conditions on 1 December 2010.

3.2 Observations assimilated

Owing to the changing availability of satellite observations

during the reanalysis period, the observations used for the

trials differ slightly from those used operationally. In par-

ticular SST data from the Advanced Microwave Scanning

Radiometer-Earth Observing System (AMSRE) and Ad-

vanced Along-Track Scanning Radiometer (AATSR) instru-

ments as well as SLA data from the ENVISAT (ENViron-

mental SATellite) altimeter are available at the start of the re-

analyses for a limited period. The CryoSat2 SLA data mean-

while is only available towards the end of the period. The

availability of satellite SST and SLA observations for the

trial period is detailed in Table 2. The in situ SST and sea

ice concentration observations are the same as used opera-

tionally, coming from the GTS and OSI-SAF respectively.

However the temperature and salinity profiles used for the re-

analyses are quality-controlled data provided by the EN3v2a

analysis (updated from Ingleby and Huddleston, 2007). Ow-

ing to the high accuracy of the ENVISAT AATSR instrument

(Donlon et al., 2012, Sect. 2), AATSR data are used along-

side the in situ SST data, where present, as reference for the

satellite SST bias correction scheme.
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Table 1. Differences between the Global FOAM configuration in the new v12 system, the previous v11 system and the v10 system of Storkey

et al. (2010).

FOAM v10 FOAM v11 FOAM v12

Ocean model NEMO vn3.0 NEMO vn3.2 NEMO vn3.2

Ice model LIM2: 1 thickness category LIM2: 1 thickness category CICE vn4.1: 5 thickness categories

Data assimilation Analysis Correction (AC) Analysis Correction (AC) NEMOVAR (3D-Var FGAT)

Observation window 24 h 48 h 48 h

Mean dynamic topography Rio05 CNES09 CNES09

Error (co)variances time invariant seasonally varying interpolated daily from

seasonally varying estimates

Bathymetry Mercator Océan ORCA025 Mercator Océan ORCA025 DRAKKAR G70 ORCA025

Vertical levels 50 50 75

Surface forcing direct fluxes direct fluxes CORE bulk formulae

Penetrating solar radiation scheme 2-band 2-band RGB

Haney retroaction SST SST SSS

Vertical mixing length scale min 0.4 m everywhere 0.4 m everywhere surface: 0.01 m; interior: 0.001 m

Langmuir cell parametrisation none none yes

Horizontal momentum advection Laplacian mixed Laplacian–bi-Laplacian bi-Laplacian

Lateral momentum BCs free slip partial (half) slip free slip

Enhanced mixing at river mouths 1.5 × 10−3 m2 s−1 1.5 × 10−3 m2 s−1 2.0 × 10−3 m2 s−1

over top 25 m over top 25 m over top 10 m

Tidal mixing parametrisations none none DRAKKAR M2 and K1 climatologies

3-D Newtonian damping none none temperature and salinity

1-year timescale

Bottom boundary layer none none advective and diffusive BBL

for temperature and salinity

Enhanced bottom friction mixing none none Indonesian Throughflow,

Denmark Strait and Bab el Mandeb

Table 2. Availability of satellite SST (upper half) and satellite al-

timeter (lower half) observations used within the operational im-

plementation of FOAM v12 and the trials described in Sect. 3.

If an instrument was operational before the start of the trials on

10 June 2010 or is still operational at the time of writing, “–” is

used.

Data source Start End

AATSR – 8 Apr 2012

AMSRE – 4 Oct 2011

NOAA AVHRR – –

MetOp AVHRR – –

ENVISAT – 8 Apr 2012

Jason-1 – 21 Jun 2013

Jason-2 – –

CryoSat2 4 May 2012 –

4 Assessments

Assessment of the Global FOAM trials described above is

split into three parts. Section 4.1 details validation of the

analysis fields for all three of the FOAM trials and is con-

cerned with documenting the differences between the new

and the old FOAM systems (i.e. v12 versus v11) as well as

the impact that the NEMOVAR data assimilation has on the

new v12 model (i.e. v12 versus free). Section 4.2 contains an

assessment of the 5-day hindcasts performed during the as-

similative trials and describes the difference in forecast skill

between the v12 and v11 systems. Section 4.3 describes a

qualitative assessment of FOAM model fields performed by

comparing SST, SSH and surface velocity fields with gridded

observational products.

4.1 Reanalysis validation

Throughout the duration of the reanalyses, FGAT model–

observation differences (innovations) are output each day

from the NEMO observation-operator step. As well as be-

ing used by the data assimilation scheme, these innovations

can be used to assess the quality of the FOAM fields during

this initial 24 h forecast. Although these observations have

not yet been assimilated, data from the same instrument may

have been assimilated in previous cycles – 1 day before in

most cases and 10 (5) days before for Argo (MedArgo) pro-

files. Therefore these observations are not strictly indepen-

dent, but they still provide a very useful assessment and, ow-

ing to the sparsity of independent observations, it is com-

mon practice to validate assimilative models in this man-

ner (Lellouche et al., 2013; Balmaseda et al., 2013; Storkey

et al., 2010). The reanalysis innovations are filtered to ensure

that a common subset of observations is used to assess each

trial because, owing to differences in the model bathymetry,
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Figure 1. Root-mean-square (rms) errors against observations of (a) in situ surface temperature (◦C), (b) AATSR satellite surface temperature

(◦C), (c) sub-surface temperature profiles (◦C), (d) sub-surface salinity profiles (measured on the practical salinity scale), (e) sea level

anomaly (m) and (f) sea ice concentration (fraction) for the v12 (red), v11 (blue) and free (black) trials. All statistics are compiled as

averages over the full 2-year assessment period save for comparisons with AATSR data, which are only available until 8 April 2012. Where

the rms errors for the free run are considerably higher than those for the assimilative runs, the x axis has been truncated in order to allow

the reader to see the finer detail for the v12 and v11 runs. In these situations the rms value has been added as an annotation above the

corresponding bar.

different numbers of observations were ingested into the v11

and v12 system trials.

Root-mean-square (rms) errors calculated using the re-

analysis innovations for SST, SSH, sea ice concentration and

sub-surface temperature and salinity profiles can be found in

Fig. 1. Meanwhile mean errors (for temperature and salinity

fields only) can be found in Fig. 2. SST assessment is made

relative to the unbiased data sets that are used for the satel-

lite SST bias correction scheme. These are displayed sepa-

rately in Figs. 1 and 2 for in situ and AATSR observations

(the latter only for the reduced period 1 December 2010–

8 April 2012). Profile errors are calculated over all depth

levels, so the mean errors displayed in Fig. 2 are actually

depth-averaged biases. These plots are included to provide

details of how sub-surface biases, in particular for the free

run, are distributed geographically. A better understanding

of how the biases change with depth can be obtained from

Fig. 3 which shows temperature and salinity profile errors

both globally and for the North Atlantic and tropical Pacific

regions.

4.1.1 Sea surface temperature (SST)

SST statistics show a clear improvement in the FOAM sys-

tem at v12 compared to v11, with a reduction in global rms

error of over 25 % – from 0.60 to 0.45 ◦C – against in situ
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Figure 2. Mean errors against observations of (a) in situ surface temperature (◦C), (b) AATSR satellite surface temperature (◦C), (c) sub-

surface temperature profiles (◦C) and (d) sub-surface salinity profiles (measured on the practical salinity scale) for the v12 (red), v11 (blue)

and free (black) trials. Mean errors are plotted as modelled–observed, meaning that positive temperature (salinity) values indicate that the

model is too warm (salty). All statistics are compiled as averages over the full 2-year assessment period save for comparisons with AATSR

data, which are only available until 8 April 2012. Where the mean errors for the free run are considerably higher than those for the assimilative

runs, the x axis has been truncated in order to allow the reader to see the finer detail for the v12 and v11 runs. In these situations the mean

error value has been added as an annotation above the corresponding bar.

SST observations (Fig. 1a). This decrease is mainly due to

lower errors in extratropical areas, with the largest improve-

ments at high latitudes (a reduction in rms error of over 35 %

in the Southern Ocean and almost 30 % in the Arctic). These

large SST improvements at high latitudes can be mainly at-

tributed to the NEMOVAR data assimilation scheme fitting

smaller-scale features better than the old AC scheme – which

is particularly noticeable in high latitudes where the Rossby

radius is smaller. Additionally, in ice-covered areas such as

the Arctic, improvements are also caused by a more consis-

tent representation of ice-ocean-atmosphere interactions re-

sulting from the CICE and CORE bulk formulae changes.

The free trial performed considerably worse against SST

observations than either of the assimilative trials. In partic-

ular there are fairly large biases in the free-running model

fields in the tropics, where the model is too warm. Fig. 2a

shows that mean errors against in situ SST are 0.44 ◦C in the

tropical Pacific and 0.32 ◦C in the tropical Atlantic. Root-

mean-square errors meanwhile are relatively low in the trop-

ics (see Fig. 1a), which suggests that the majority of the

tropical errors in the free run are prescribed by these biases.

There is also a significant bias in the Arctic Ocean which

is even larger than the tropical biases and is of opposite sign

(−0.52 ◦C against in situ SST), showing that the model is too

cold there. This Arctic bias is caused mainly by observations

in the boreal summer months, which is consistent with the

decreased May–July Arctic sea ice melting detailed later in

this section and shown in Fig. 4 (below).

4.1.2 Temperature profiles

Globally the full-depth temperature profile rms errors are

lower for the v12 trial (0.61 ◦C) than for the v11 trial

(0.63 ◦C). Areas of particular improvement are the North

Atlantic, North Pacific and Mediterranean Sea regions (see

Fig. 1c). However rms errors are larger in the tropical Pacific

and mean errors are worse in the tropical Pacific and Indian

Ocean amongst other regions. Log-depth profile plots show

that globally v12 temperature errors are considerably lower

than for v11 in the top 80 m or so and in particular around

50 m depth, where the v11 system has a cold bias (Fig. 3a).

However at 100 m there is a warm bias in the new v12 system

that is not seen in the v11 system. Below 100 m depth the rms

and mean errors are very similar for the two assimilative sys-

tems although they are marginally better for the v11 system.

This improvement to the upper 80 m is present over most

of the world ocean as illustrated for the North Atlantic in

Fig. 3b. One notable exception however is the tropical Pacific
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(Fig. 3c), where errors are slightly worse for v12 in the sur-

face layers, with a clear increase in rms centred around 100 m

depth.

The free run has worse errors than the v12 assimilative run,

with a global rms error of 0.99 ◦C and rms errors exceeding

this in the North Atlantic and Pacific. There are also sub-

stantial mean errors in the North Atlantic, Arctic Ocean and

Mediterranean Sea. Temperature profile errors are consider-

ably worse for the free run through all depths as shown by the

black line in Fig. 3a–c. In particular the mean profile errors

show that the free-running model has the same warm bias

centred at 100 m as can be seen in the v12 run – albeit much

more pronounced. This suggests that the degraded temper-

ature fields at 100 m are caused by the new NEMOVAR as-

similation system failing to fully constrain a persistent model

bias there.

4.1.3 Salinity profiles

The global full-depth salinity profile rms errors are also lower

for the v12 trial (0.12) than the v11 trial (0.13). However

this improvement seems to be almost exclusively restricted to

the North Atlantic, where the rms errors are lower by 23 %.

There are marginal improvements in the North Pacific and

tropical Atlantic, but all other regions are slightly worse for

v12 (see Fig. 1d). The somewhat large (23 %) reduction in

salinity errors seen in the North Atlantic is associated with

improvements to the near-surface salinity in coastal locations

caused by the upgrade to bulk formulae SBCs (see Fig. 3e).

This improvement appears to be limited to the North At-

lantic region only because a large proportion of these shallow

coastal observations are situated along the east coast of North

America. If observations in shallow water areas (< 100 m)

are ignored, then the rms errors for v11 and v12 are of simi-

lar magnitude.

Log-depth profile plots (Fig. 3d) show that near-surface

(< 70 m) salinity is better in the v12 system, with the most

notable improvement occurring at around 20 m, where the

v11 system has a fresh bias. Error statistics for v12 and v11

are roughly comparable through the rest of the water col-

umn. Fig. 2d shows the v11 system to have a significant fresh

bias in the North Atlantic region, which is reduced for v12

(Fig. 3e), although mean errors are more pronounced in the

Southern Ocean and Mediterranean Sea.

Although the shorter horizontal correlation length scales

employed by NEMOVAR allow for tighter matching of

small-scale features for dense observation sets such as SST,

they also make it harder for the assimilation to constrain

the tracer fields when observations are sparse (Waters et al.,

2014). This is thought to be responsible for the degradation

of salinity in the ocean interior.

The free-running model has particularly bad salinity pro-

file errors with a fairly substantial fresh bias above 120 m

depth and rms errors in excess of 0.5 in the top 50 m. The re-

gional distribution of the depth-averaged profile mean errors

(Fig. 2d) shows that the free-running model is too fresh ev-

erywhere save for in the Arctic Ocean. These fresh biases are

particularly large in the North Atlantic (0.26) and Mediter-

ranean Sea (0.14) regions and are believed to be an artefact of

the increased number of coastal observations in these areas.

Further investigation into the Arctic salty bias shows that it

is probably not a fair reflection of conditions throughout the

whole Arctic Ocean owing to the lower number of profile ob-

servations (ca. eight per day for the assessment period) and

their somewhat restrictive spatial and temporal distribution.

4.1.4 Sea surface height (SSH)

Comparisons against SLA observations are better for v12

than v11, with rms errors reduced by approximately 4 % from

7.7 to 7.4 cm (see Fig. 1e). Again the majority of the im-

provement can be seen in mid–high latitudes (South Atlantic,

North Pacific and Southern Ocean). Statistics are better in the

Indian Ocean whilst comparable in the tropical Atlantic and

worse in the tropical Pacific and the Mediterranean Sea. The

fact that v12 statistics are better in the Indian Ocean suggests

that, consistent with the findings of Waters et al. (2014), the

new system is doing a better job recreating the fronts and

mesoscale eddies in highly dynamic regions of this sort.

In order to test this hypothesis, and quantify the relative

improvement to the mesoscale eddy fields at v12, the ex-

tratropical ocean (between 23◦ and 66◦ latitude) was parti-

tioned into high- and low-variability regimes dependent on

the spatial distribution of the variability of SLA observa-

tions for the full 2-year assessment period. This partition-

ing was performed using a threshold standard deviation of

σ = 0.11 m, which was shown to provide the most sensible

split between high- and low-variability areas. Root-mean-

square errors were calculated separately for both regimes,

and the relative improvements can be found in Table 3, which

shows the percentage reduction in rms error for v12 relative

to v11. This process was performed for the SSH fields using

the reanalysis innovations but also for near-surface veloci-

ties using drifter-derived current observations as detailed in

Sect. 4.1.6 below. Results show that, although the v12 SSH

fields are improved over most of the midlatitude areas, the

improvement is considerably more (by a factor of 10) in areas

of high mesoscale activity, which confirms our hypothesis.

There is clearly a large bias in the free run which causes

the statistics to be significantly worse than for the assimila-

tive runs. Time series plots reveal that this is caused by a

long-term drift in the model surface height with an approx-

imate increase of 28 cm globally over the course of the 2-

year trial period (not shown). This SSH drift appears to be

the result of a mismatch between the precipitation and river-

ine freshwater inputs and is most likely the result of a pre-

cipitation bias in the NWP forcing fields. This ties in with

the aforementioned surface salinity drifts seen in Fig. 3 and

Fig. 2d. It is worth noting that a 2-year drift of 28 cm cor-

responds to a daily drift of approximately 0.4 mm, which
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Figure 3. Mean error profiles against EN3 data for temperature (top row; ◦C) and salinity (bottom row; measured on the practical salinity

scale) plotted against model depth (m) on a log scale for the global ocean (left), North Atlantic (centre) and tropical Pacific (right) regions.

Solid lines denote rms errors and dashed lines denote mean errors for the v12 (red), v11 (blue) and free (black) trials. Mean errors are plotted

as modelled–observed, meaning that positive temperature (salinity) values indicate that the model is too warm (salty).

Table 3. Percentage reduction in rms error for the v12 trial rela-

tive to the v11 trial calculated separately for areas of high and low

mesoscale variability in the extratropics from 23 to 66◦ latitude. The

variability threshold used is based on the standard deviation of SLA

observations with σ = 0.11 m. The proportion of the extratropical

ocean surface classified as either high or low variability using this

threshold can be seen in the bottom row of the table.

High variability Low variability

(SLA σ ≥ 0.11 m) (SLA σ < 0.11 m)

Sea level anomaly 4.2 % 0.43 %

Zonal velocity 5.8 % 3.0 %

Meridional velocity 5.7 % 3.3 %

Percentage of extra- 13 % 87 %

tropical ocean surface

is unlikely to have an adverse effect on the quality of the

short-range FOAM forecasts. Mean errors for the assimila-

tive models are typically less than 5 mm and, globally, are

less than 5 % of the rms error. Meanwhile for the free run the

SSH drift causes mean errors of around 20–25 cm, which are

approximately 80% of the rms error. For these reasons SSH

mean errors are not included in Fig. 2.

4.1.5 Sea ice concentration and thickness

Sea ice concentration statistics are significantly improved in

the v12 system compared to the v11 system, with an approx-

imate reduction of 40 % in global rms error. The reduction

in rms error appears to be of similar magnitude both in the

Arctic and the Antarctic regions (Fig. 1f).

This improvement comes in part from the sea ice up-

grade to the multi-category CICE model; the SBC upgrade

to CORE bulk formulae; and the change to NEMOVAR –

which has been shown to better resolve smaller-scale features

when used with dense observation sets such as the OSI-SAF

gridded data (Waters et al., 2014). Initial testing of the com-

ponent parts of the v12 upgrade (not shown) suggests that

roughly half of this improvement is down to the NEMOVAR

assimilation upgrade while the remaining half is split evenly

between the CICE sea ice model and the CORE bulk formu-

lae SBC upgrades. There is clearly a large difference in sea

ice concentration rms errors between the free-running model

and the assimilative models in all areas (Fig. 1f). This is also

apparent in the mean errors (not shown) and suggests that

there are considerable biases in the free-running model over

the polar regions.
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Figure 4. Time series of Arctic (upper) and Antarctic (lower) sea ice extent (left; 106 km2) and volume (right; 103 km3) derived from the

v12 (red), v11 (blue) and free (black) trials. Daily OSTIA (Donlon et al., 2012) sea ice extent derived from OSI-SAF ice concentrations and

monthly PIOMAS (Schweiger et al., 2011) sea ice volume (Northern Hemisphere only) are plotted as grey dashed lines.

At this stage it should be noted that the sea ice statistics

shown in Fig. 1f are obtained from all of the OSI-SAF grid-

ded data over the entire 2-year assessment period. As the

OSI-SAF grid (as detailed in OSI-SAF, 2012) is designed to

cover all areas of the globe where sea ice may be present at

any point during the year, this means that these data include

many areas where both model and observations have zero

concentration values. This is particularly true during sum-

mer months. These statistics therefore will be diluted by the

large number of observations taken away from the ice pack

where the ocean is ice-free and will not truly represent the

changes at the, highly variable, ice edge where the majority

of ice concentration differences would be expected to occur.

It is therefore more interesting to consider errors in sea ice

extent – i.e. the area of all grid cells which contain ice con-

centration of 15 % or more – rather than ice concentration.

Fig. 4 shows time series of ice extent (left-hand plots) derived

from the v12, v11 and free trials. Also plotted is sea ice extent

derived from 1/20◦ OSTIA (Donlon et al., 2012) ice concen-

tration fields. These OSTIA ice fields are interpolated each

day from the 10 km OSI-SAF observations after performing

filling to account for differences in the land–sea masks and

the fact that OSI-SAF observations do not extend right to

the North Pole (Donlon et al., 2012). Ice extents are calcu-

lated from the OSTIA analysis in the same manner as the

FOAM extents after first being re-gridded onto the coarser

ORCA025 model grid.

The v12 and v11 systems are very similar to each other and

to the OSTIA system although the v12 extents follow the OS-

TIA analyses slightly closer than do the v11 extents. In fact

the v12 and OSTIA extents (red and grey lines respectively)

are indistinguishable from one another for most of the trial

period save for during the Arctic melt season (mid-May to

July), where the v12 extent is slightly lower than for OSTIA.

Closer inspection of the time series shows that the v12 ex-

tents are consistently higher than the v11 extents during the

melt periods but are slightly lower than those derived from

the OSTIA analyses (which can be seen by considering the

dashed lines in Fig. 8 below).

Ice extent in the free run is significantly different than the

(v12/v11) assimilative runs and the OSTIA observations. Ice

initially melts slower in the Arctic (March to July), leading to

too high of an extent, but then starts to melt excessively from

mid-July/August, leading to an exaggerated sea ice minimum

in September. In the Antarctic meanwhile the free run consis-

tently underestimates the ice extent, save for a small period

during the melt season. It seems also that there is a phase lag

between the free run and the assimilative runs and OSTIA

analysis, with the free run growing (and melting) ice slightly

behind the analyses.

As in situ observations of sea ice thickness are very sparse

and satellite observations are not available during the melt

season, direct model–observation comparisons of sea ice

thickness have not been performed. In order to assess the

quality of the FOAM ice thickness distributions, sea ice

volumes are instead compared with the reanalysis volume

estimates of the Pan-Arctic Ice–Ocean Modelling and As-

similation System (PIOMAS) of Schweiger et al. (2011).

These PIOMAS data are considered to be the best available

year-round estimates of Arctic ice volume and compare well

against the available ice thickness observations (Laxon et al.,

2013; Schweiger et al., 2011). Comparisons with PIOMAS

data show that Arctic sea ice volume in the v12 system is

much better than in the v11 system, which has a significant

bias most pronounced in the boreal winter. Given that the ice

extent and concentration are very similar in the v11 and v12

systems (Fig. 4), this excessive volume can be interpreted as

a too-thick bias in the LIM2 model, which is consistent with

the findings of Massonnet et al. (2011). Although much bet-

ter than in the v11 system, ice volume in v12 is consistently

lower than the PIOMAS data, suggesting that the v12 CICE

ice fields are a little too thin.
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Curiously the Arctic ice volume in the free model run is

comparable to that in the assimilative v12 run even during

September, when the ice extent is very different. Given that

the summer ice extent is much lower, it follows that the ice is

thicker in the free-running model than in the v12 assimilative

run. This suggests that the assimilation of ice concentration

data is thinning the ice within the Arctic ice pack, where there

is a larger proportion of older, and hence thicker, multi-year

ice. Ice thickness comparisons (not shown) support this hy-

pothesis and reveal that the ice is on average 5 % thicker over

the central Arctic in the free run than the v12 assimilative run

(this figure rises to between 10 and 20 % thicker during June

and July). This is in keeping with the findings of Lindsay

and Zhang (2006), who show that assimilating concentration

observations within the ice pack with as much weight as at

the ice edge can have detrimental effects on the ice thickness

distribution.

In the Antarctic however the free run has lower ice volume

than the v12 run, which is presumably caused by the con-

siderable reduction in ice extent and the low proportion of

multi-year ice in the region. Again the free-run Antarctic ice

fields show evidence of a phase lag relative to the assimila-

tive model, with ice volume minima and maxima occurring

approximately 1 month after the v12 run.

4.1.6 Near-surface velocities

As well as analysing the FGAT model–observation match-

ups output from the NEMO observation operator step, the po-

sitions of drifting buoys are also used to give an independent

assessment of the quality of the FOAM near-surface veloc-

ity fields. Using the methods of Blockley et al. (2012) daily-

mean velocities are derived from the daily displacement of

Global Drifter Program (GDP) buoys obtained via the GTS.

These drifters have a drogue centred at 15 m depth to ensure

that the drifter follows the 15 m currents with a wind slip of

less than 0.1 % of the wind speed. All drifters known to have

lost their drogues are blacklisted, and velocities derived from

the remaining buoys are compared with FOAM 15 m mod-

elled velocities for the entire 2-year assessment period – pro-

viding an average of approximately 725 model–observation

match-ups per day. It should be emphasised here that this

verification is based on independent data as velocities are not

assimilated by the FOAM system.

Results show that globally the v12 system is better than

the old v11 system, with zonal correlation increasing from

0.57 to 0.59 and the corresponding rms error reducing by

2 % to under 21 cm s−1. The most notable improvements

are in the Southern Ocean and extratropical regions such

as the North Atlantic. Although it is better in the Indian

Ocean, the v12 system is worse elsewhere in the tropics

– in particular in the tropical Pacific. Further comparisons

with currents measured by the TAO/TRITON (Tropical At-

mosphere Ocean project/Triangle Trans-Ocean Buoy Net-

work; McPhaden et al., 1998) and PIRATA (Prediction and

(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Taylor plots showing comparisons between model near-

surface currents and velocities derived from drifter locations for the

v12 (red), v11 (blue) and free (black) trials. Results are shown for

the global ocean (circles), North Atlantic (squares), tropical Pacific

(triangles) and Southern Ocean (crosses) regions for (a) zonal ve-

locity and (b) meridional velocity.

Research Moored Array in the Atlantic; Servain et al., 1998)

tropical moorings (not shown) confirm the findings of the

drifter regional results that the skill of current predictions is

reduced in the tropical Pacific and tropical Atlantic. Taylor

plots (Taylor, 2001) of these results for the v12, v11 and free

trials can be found in Fig. 5 for the global ocean, North At-

lantic, tropical Pacific and Southern Ocean regions. Results

in Table 3 (see Sect. 4.1.4 above) show a twofold reduction

in rms error for near-surface velocities in areas of high vari-

ability compared to low-variability regions, which suggests
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that the v12 system is providing a better representation of

mesoscale eddies.

Comparison of drifter-velocity statistics for the v12 and

free trials shows that, in keeping with the findings of Block-

ley et al. (2012), the data assimilation is generally having

a positive impact on the near-surface currents even though

velocity data are not assimilated. Interestingly however, the

situation is not so clear-cut in the tropics, where data assimi-

lation only has a notable improvement on the meridional ve-

locity, with much less impact on zonal velocity. Figure 5a

shows that the free run has actually a very good represen-

tation of zonal velocity in the tropical Pacific region, with a

correlation of 0.62. Data assimilation results in an increase in

correlation of 11 % to 0.68, which, although a considerable

increase, is significantly smaller than the corresponding 70 %

increase in meridional correlation in this region, or the 120 %

increase in zonal correlation seen in the North Atlantic. The

main effect however seems to be to increase the variability of

the near-surface currents in the region, which, although not

shown in Fig. 5, is also true for the tropical Atlantic. This re-

sult may be indicative of the data assimilation artificially in-

creasing the variability in the tropics, which could be caused

by the tracer increments initialising waves that travel zon-

ally along the equatorial waveguide (similar to the findings

of Moore, 1989). This theory would also be supported by the

degradation to the SSH and sub-surface tracer fields in the

tropical Pacific.

4.2 Forecast validation

To analyse the performance of the 5-day forecasts for the two

assimilative FOAM trials, comparisons are made between

model daily-mean fields and a common observation set. The

observations used are in situ SST drifters courtesy of US-

GODAE and sub-surface profiles of temperature and salinity

from the EN3 data set of Ingleby and Huddleston (2007).

The analysis is performed using an off-line version of the

NEMO observation operator (as described in Sect. 2) which

has been modified to read in forecast (and analysis) fields

and create model counterparts mapped to observation space

for each data set. The reason for performing the analysis in

this way is to mimic the FOAM operational verification sys-

tems which use this method to produce model–observation

differences for the GODAE intercomparison project and the

MyOcean verification systems.

In addition to calculating model counterparts for the fore-

cast and analysis fields at the correct time, match-ups are also

produced using temporally interpolated monthly climatolo-

gies (using linear interpolation) and analyses persisted from

previous days. It should be noted here that, unlike for NWP

systems, skill versus persistence is not a user-driven met-

ric for ocean forecasting as users do not generally know the

ocean state on a given day to make their own persistence fore-

casts. Persistence however is useful from a scientific perspec-

tive and is used here to highlight the impact of the NEMO

model and to identify any potential problems. The equivalent

“naive” forecast for the average ocean user would be clima-

tology rather than persistence. Climatological comparisons

are made here using the modified EN3 climatology detailed

in Sect. 2.

4.2.1 Sea surface temperature (SST)

Results for the SST comparisons can be found in Fig. 6,

which shows rms and mean errors against forecast lead time

averaged globally as well as separately for the tropical Pa-

cific, North Pacific and Southern Ocean regions. The rms er-

rors show that the v12 forecasts are better than the v11 fore-

casts throughout the 5-day forecast. In particular the T +60 h

(day 3) forecast error for the v12 system is comparable to the

v11 T + 12 h (day 1) forecast error (see Fig. 6a). Forecasts

are also much better than climatology for both the v12 and

v11 systems. This is most pronounced in the tropics, where

rms errors are less than 0.4 ◦C for the v12 system throughout

the entirety of the forecast (Fig. 6b).

However the dotted rms lines in Fig. 6 show that globally

v12 SST forecasts are not better than persistence, albeit only

marginally, which is not the case for the v11 system. This

problem appears to be much worse in the Southern Ocean,

where persistence is considerably better over the latter parts

of the forecast (see Fig. 6d). This situation is believed to be

caused by a mixing bias in the ORCA025 model, which has

been highlighted by the change in SBCs from direct forcing

to CORE bulk formulae. The SBC upgrade inadvertently re-

moved an error in the NEMO code that was preventing wind-

induced mixing from being included in the TKE vertical mix-

ing scheme – an error that seems to have been compensating

for a general over-specification of vertical mixing in the sys-

tem. Furthermore an additional error has been found in the

TKE scheme at NEMO vn3.2, caused by the enhanced verti-

cal diffusion used to parametrise convection being fed back

into the TKE equations. This error has been shown to in-

crease mixing in the system particularly in the winter and

can lead to a threefold increase in winter mixed layer depths

at mid–high latitudes (D. Calvert, personal communication,

2013). Forecast versus analysis comparisons (not shown) in-

dicate a cold bias in the system during summer months (July

for Northern Hemisphere and January for Southern Hemi-

sphere), which, along with the cold bias visible in the North

Pacific in Fig. 6b, strengthens this over-mixing argument.

The fact that the v12 analysis surface temperature fields are

better than v11 suggests that the NEMOVAR assimilation

scheme is doing a better job of correcting this mixing bias

in the surface layers.

It should be stressed here however that although the v12

forecasts are worse than persistence, they are still much bet-

ter than the v11 forecasts even in the Southern Ocean. In par-

ticular the rms error of the T + 84 h (day 4) Southern Ocean

forecasts for the v12 system are comparable to the rms error

of the v11 T + 12 h (day 1) forecasts.
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Figure 6. Forecast lead-time plots showing rms errors (squares) and mean errors (triangles) against surface temperature measurements (◦C)

taken by in situ drifting buoys for the (a) global, (b) tropical Pacific, (c) North Pacific and (d) Southern Ocean regions. Statistics are shown

for model forecasts (solid lines) and persistence (dotted lines) averaged over all forecasts performed during the trials for the v12 (red) and

v11 (blue) systems and the EN3 climatology (grey). The x axis represents forecast lead time (in hours) ranging from the analysis fields at

T − 12 h up to the 5-day forecasts at T + 108 h.

4.2.2 Temperature profiles

Results for the comparisons with sub-surface temperature

profiles can be found in Fig. 7, which shows rms errors and

mean errors averaged globally against (a) forecast lead time

and (b) depth. The plots show that, in keeping with the analy-

sis results in Section 4.1 above, the v12 forecasts are initially

better than v11 globally. However at forecast day 2 (T +48 h)

the two converge and rms errors are higher for v12 by the end

of the 5-day forecast (Fig. 7a). A regional breakdown of the

results shows that v12 sub-surface temperature forecasts are

generally better in the extratropics, and the Southern Ocean

in particular, but worse in the tropics. Additionally the v12

system shows a marked improvement against temperature

profiles in waters less than 200 m deep (not shown). This is

most likely caused by the fact that the NEMOVAR scheme

is better at resolving smaller-scale features and, in particu-

lar, SST, which will have a strong impact in well-mixed shelf

regions.

Once again the v12 forecasts do not beat persistence glob-

ally throughout the whole forecast, which, as was the case

for SST, is worse in the Southern Ocean. This issue is also

thought to be caused by the over-specification of vertical

mixing in the system in exactly the same way as described

for SST above. Error profiles in Fig. 7b show that fore-

casts are slightly cold-biased over the top 50 m and warm-

biased below this (as far down as 500 m in the Southern

Ocean), which further supports this over-mixing hypothesis.

The tropical Pacific forecasts are more skilful than persis-

tence (not shown), which was also the case for SST.

Perhaps the most noticeable feature in the sub-surface

lead-time plots (Fig. 7a and b) is the increase in error between

the T − 12 h analysis and the T + 12 h forecast for both the

v12 and v11 systems – behaviour not seen in the SST fore-

cast results in Fig. 6. This feature may be caused by the data

assimilation over-fitting the sub-surface profile data but may

also be caused by differences in the abundance and indepen-

dence of the sub-surface profile and SST data sets.

The sub-surface profile observations are rather sparsely

distributed in both space and time with Argo profiles, which

make up the majority of these observations, reporting only

every 10 days. This means that observations received from

any particular float will most likely be compared with

ocean forecasts in areas outside the radius of influence of

prior observations from the same instrument. Therefore the

sub-surface profiles can be considered nearly independent,
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Figure 7. Global rms errors (squares) and mean errors (triangles) against sub-surface profiles of temperature (upper; ◦C) and salinity (lower;

measured on the practical salinity scale) from the EN3 data set averaged over all forecasts performed during the trials in waters deeper than

200 m. Plots show results for the v12 (red) and v11 (blue) trials as well as the EN3 climatology (grey). The left-hand plots, (a) and (c), show

model forecast errors (solid lines) and persistence errors (dotted lines) against forecast lead time (in hours) ranging from the analysis fields

at T − 12 h up to the 5-day forecasts at T + 108 h. The right-hand plots, (b) and (d), show forecast profile errors against model depth (m) on

a log scale for the analysis and each of the 5 forecast days (T + 12 h–T + 108 h) to show the evolution of error profiles with forecast lead

time. The area between the analysis (T − 12 h) and forecast day 5 (T + 108 h) is shaded red for v12 or blue for v11.

particularly in the upper ocean. This means that the apparent

deterioration in profile error suggested by Fig. 7 will most

likely be exaggerated by the lack of independence of the

observations at T − 12, where comparisons are made using

daily-mean analysis fields into which the observations have

already been partially assimilated.

In contrast, the SST observations are considerably more

abundant in both space and time, with the majority of drifters

reporting SST hourly. The abundance of these SST data, in

conjunction with the large number of satellite observations

available, allows the data assimilation to provide a better ini-

tialisation for the forecasts each day, and so a smaller jump in

error between the analysis and forecast is to be expected. Ad-

ditionally the assimilation spreads the information from each

observation into surrounding areas of ocean, and so drifter

observations in the early part of the forecast may still be

within the radius of influence of observations from the same

instrument that were assimilated during the analysis. Further-

more, the drifters have a drogue centred at 15 m depth and so

will tend to propagate with the same ocean water masses into

which they have previously been assimilated, meaning that

the errors will be correlated. Therefore the drifter observa-

tions should be considered less independent than the subsur-

face profiles.

4.2.3 Salinity profiles

Results for the comparisons with sub-surface salinity profiles

can be found in Fig. 7c and d, which show rms errors and

mean errors averaged globally against forecast lead time and

depth respectively. As with temperature, the global v12 fore-

casts are initially better than v11, but the errors grow at a

greater rate through the forecast so that errors are higher in

the v12 system after forecast day 2. This improvement in the

analysis and subsequent degradation at longer lead times ap-

pears to be driven by a freshening of the upper ocean fields

(roughly above 110 m depth) which is most pronounced at

around 20 m (Fig. 7d). This is in keeping with the precipita-

tion bias discussed in Sect. 4.1 above in relation to salinity

and SSH drifts in the free-running system.
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Figure 8. Time series of (a) Arctic sea ice extent (106 km2) for

the forecasts performed in July 2011 and (b) Antarctic sea ice ex-

tent (106 km2) for the forecasts performed in January 2012 from

the v12 (red), v11 (blue) and OSTIA (grey) systems. Dashed lines

show extents calculated from analysis ice concentration fields, re-

drawn from Fig. 4, whilst solid lines show the evolution of the ice

extent over each of the 5-day hindcasts performed during the 31-day

periods.

In contrast to the FGAT results in the previous section the

v11 error profiles show a considerable salty bias in the near-

surface 10 m salinity fields. This error appears to be caused

by comparisons with a few isolated moorings in the trop-

ics, mostly located in the Caribbean Sea, that are not in the

filtered FGAT analysis and where the v11 system is not so

good.

As with the sub-surface temperature forecasts, there is a

marked increase in error between the analysis and day 1 fore-

cast in both the v12 and v11 systems. This is not unexpected,

in light of the discussions in Sect. 4.2.2 above, given that sub-

surface salinity observations are generally even more sparse

than sub-surface temperature observations. The v12 forecasts

do not beat persistence throughout the whole forecast, which

again is most pronounced in the Southern Ocean. Although

the global salinity profiles in Fig. 7d do not show evidence

of excessive mixing, the mixing bias is apparent in midlat-

itude regions such as the North Atlantic and North Pacific

(not shown).

4.2.4 Sea ice concentration

For reasons discussed in Sect. 4.1 above, the quality of the

ice forecasts is assessed by considering sea ice extent (i.e.

the total area of all ocean grid points with ice concentration

of at least 15 %). Results show that the evolution of forecast

ice extent is generally in keeping with the behaviour of the

free run shown in Fig. 4. The model tends to somewhat exag-

gerate Arctic (Antarctic) ice melt for the forecasts performed

during the July (January) melting periods and over-predict

the growth of Arctic ice during the January forecasts – albeit

only slightly – consistent with the ice being a little too thin in

the marginal ice zones. Forecasts performed during the April

and October months however show good agreement with the

analyses. Some examples of this over-melting can be seen in

Fig. 8, which shows the model forecasts and analyses for the

July 2011 Arctic melt period and the January 2012 Antarctic

melt period. The v12 forecast ice extents are much closer to

the OSTIA analysis values than the v11 ones, and this is par-

ticularly true in the Antarctic (Fig. 8b). As an example the

sea ice extent predicted by the v11 5-day forecast for 5 Jan-

uary 2012 (3.64 × 106 km2) is 41 % below the correspond-

ing analysis for that day – which in turn is 14% lower than

the (7.14×106 km2) extent derived from the OSTIA analysis

for this day. The v12 5-day forecast meanwhile predicts an

ice extent of (6.93 × 106 km2) for 5 January 2012, which is

much closer to the OSTIA observational product as well as

the corresponding v12 analysis.

As well as diagnosing forecast errors the dashed lines in

Fig. 8 can be used, as a zoom of Fig. 4, to see the finer

detail of the analysis ice extents. These dashed lines show

how much closer the v12 analysis ice extents compare to the

OSTIA extents, particularly in the Antarctic. Differences be-

tween the ice extents in the Arctic could arise from the way

coastal filling is used to augment the OSI-SAF observations

as part of the OSTIA interpolations. So it is therefore not re-

alistic to expect the FOAM analyses, which only assimilate

the raw OSI-SAF observations, to match OSTIA exactly –

particularly in the Arctic where the land–sea mask is consid-

erably more complicated.

4.2.5 Near-surface velocities

The drifter-current analysis performed as part of Sect. 4.1 is

extended here to assess the daily-mean forecast fields gen-

erated during January, April, July and October each year.

Drifter-derived velocity observations are compared to model

analysis and forecast fields, persisted analyses and climatol-

ogy, as was done for SST and sub-surface profiles above.

Results from this analysis can be found in Fig. 9, which

shows rms errors and correlations against forecast lead time

separately for zonal and meridional velocity forecasts. These

results show that globally the v12 velocities are better than

the v11 velocities throughout the 5-day forecast. This is par-

ticularly true for meridional velocity and is consistent with

the reanalysis results in Sect. 4.1. Forecasts beat persistence

and climatology across the board, with only a marginal de-

crease in correlation with forecast lead time. The climatol-

ogy used here is derived from drifter locations (Lumpkin and

Garraffo, 2005), and so beating it shows a good level of skill.

Both models show a considerable benefit to using the forecast
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Figure 9. Forecast lead-time plots showing rms errors (upper) and correlation coefficients (lower) against zonal (left) and meridional (right)

velocity observations (m s−1) derived from drifter locations. Lines plotted are forecasts (solid lines) and persistence (dotted lines) from the

v12 (red) and v11 (blue) trials. Also shown are the corresponding results for climatological velocities (grey solid lines) from the GDP drifter

climatology of Lumpkin and Garraffo (2005). The x axis represents forecast lead-time (in hours) ranging from the (daily-mean) analysis

fields valid at T − 12 h up to the 5-day forecasts at T + 108 h. The grey dashed line indicates the location of T + 00 h.

rather than persistence for meridional velocity, particularly in

the tropics.

Global correlation coefficients ranging from almost 0.65

down to 0.6 for zonal velocity and over 0.55 down to 0.52 for

meridional velocity show a good level of skill in agreement

with the reanalysis assessments in Sect. 4.1 and Fig. 5. Re-

gional statistics and comparisons (not shown) show that ve-

locities are better for the v12 forecasts everywhere apart from

the tropical Pacific (both zonal and meridional) and the trop-

ical Atlantic (zonal only). This is consistent with the drifter

results for the full reanalysis period as shown in Fig. 5. Al-

though the v12 system has lower correlations than v11 in the

tropics, the zonal correlations are still well above 0.6 (and

over 0.75 in the tropical Pacific). Meridional correlations are

also good for v12, being above 0.5 for the duration of the 5-

day forecast in the Indian Ocean for v12 (up to 0.7 against

tropical moorings).

4.3 Comparisons with gridded observations

To augment the quantitative, statistical assessments detailed

above, a qualitative assessment of the FOAM analyses has

also been performed by comparing 2-D spatial maps of mod-

elled SSH, SST and surface velocity against gridded ob-

servational products. Modelled SSH fields were compared

with 1/4◦ AVISO gridded absolute dynamic height altimeter

products; modelled SST fields were compared with 1/20◦

OSTIA SST analyses; and model surface velocities, inte-

grated over the top 15 m, were compared with 1/3◦ OSCAR

(Ocean Surface Current Analyses – Real time: Bonjean and

Lagerloef, 2002) ocean surface currents derived from satel-

lite altimeter and scatterometer winds. In addition to per-

forming a visual comparison of these fields, anomaly cor-

relations were calculated between model and observational

fields to provide further insight into the quality of the FOAM

data.

Comparisons using monthly-mean analysis fields show

good agreement between the v12 and v11 assimilative

FOAM systems and the observational products. In general

the v12 fields agree better with the observations than do the

v11 fields as they seem to be better at resolving the smaller-

scale features and mesoscale eddies – reinforcing the results

of Table 3 (see Sects. 4.1.4 and 4.1.6). This is also consis-

tent with the findings of Waters et al. (2014), who show that

NEMOVAR produces better SST and SSH fields in frontal

regions.

Details of one particular case study can be found in Fig. 10

which shows an example of such comparisons over the Agul-

has retroflection region using September 2012 monthly-mean

fields. This period and location were chosen for illustration

because a pair of rather interesting cyclonic, cold-core ed-

dies had traversed the frontal zone of the Agulhas retroflec-

tion and made their way northwards into the warmer waters

that flow southwards from the Mozambique Channel. The

eddies persisted for a considerable period, moving relatively

slowly, which made them easily detectable in the Septem-

ber 2012 monthly-mean AVISO SSH (Fig. 10: left, row 2)

and OSCAR velocity (Fig. 10: right, row 2) fields. The larger

of these eddies can be seen located at approximately (26◦ E,

37.5◦ S) with a smaller eddy at (30◦ E, 36.5◦ S). These ed-

dies are also visible in the OSTIA SST fields (Fig. 10: centre,

row 2) albeit not so pronounced.

The v12 system does a very good job at reproducing these

eddies, which can be seen in the SSH, SST and velocity plots

(Fig. 10: row 1). However the v11 system does not capture

these so well (see Fig. 10: row 3). Although there is a sugges-

tion of lower SSH in the correct locations, the surface circu-

lation is somewhat different in the v11 model and the eddies

do not feature in the current fields (Fig. 10: right, row 1).
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Figure 10. An array of monthly-mean gridded contour plots over the Agulhas retroflection region (longitude: 12–36◦ E; latitude: 31–43◦ S)

for September 2012. Sea surface height (left column; m) and temperature (centre column; ◦C) are plotted as coloured contours and overlaid

with black contour lines. For the SSH plots solid black lines denote positive contour values and broken white lines are used for negative

values. Surface currents (right column; m s−1) are displayed as coloured contours of current intensity (speed), with white arrows overlaid

to show direction. Output from the v12, v11 and free trials are plotted in the first, third and fourth rows respectively, whilst the second row

plots show the gridded observational products: AVISO SSH, OSTIA SST and OSCAR near-surface currents. Model currents shown (i.e. v12,

v11 and free) are total integrated velocity over the top 15 m. Anomaly correlations for each of the modelled fields against the corresponding

gridded observations can be found in Table 4.

Aside from the position of the two cyclonic eddies, the v12

fields look more like the observational products throughout

the majority of the rest of the domain. This is particularly

true for the SST, which agrees very well with the OSTIA

SST analysis throughout the whole of the domain plotted in

Fig. 10. There is a suggestion that the model is resolving

smaller-scale features than the OSTIA product, which is in

keeping with the fact that, by design, OSTIA produces an

analysis that is smoother than the true surface temperature,

particularly in areas of sharp fronts (Donlon et al., 2012). The

v12 SLA also compares well with the AVISO product but

does not quite capture the high intensity of the anticyclonic

features at (22◦ E, 39.5◦ S) and (27.5◦ E, 36◦ S). Additionally

the cyclonic structure at (17◦ E, 36–38◦ S) is underestimated

in both the v12 and v11 systems, as is the northwards projec-

tion to the west of the retroflection at 15◦ E.

The free model does not do a bad job here and, to a cer-

tain extent, does represent the large-scale flow quite well. It

does not manage to capture the finer-scale features seen in

the observations and assimilative runs though, which is not

surprising given that ORCA025 is only an eddy-permitting,

rather than a fully eddy-resolving, model.

Anomaly correlations against the relevant observational

data for each of the model fields in Fig. 10 can be found

in Table 4. These reinforce the outcomes of the qualitative

assessment showing that there is a better agreement between

the FOAM v12 surface fields and the gridded observational

products, which is particularly true for SST. Although veloci-

ties are not assimilated in any of the systems, the near-surface

velocity fields in the (v12/v11) assimilative runs are consid-

erably closer to the OSCAR product than are those of the

free run. This will have been caused by the SLA assimilation

successfully constraining the circulation.
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Table 4. Anomaly correlations for modelled SSH, SST and the

magnitude of near-surface velocity fields (speed) against the corre-

sponding gridded observational products (AVISO, OSTIA and OS-

CAR) for all the 2-D spatial maps shown in Fig. 10. Correlations are

calculated over all ocean points, and anomalies are calculated rel-

ative to the WOA2001 1/4◦ analysis (Boyer et al., 2005) for SST,

the CNES09 MDT (Rio et al., 2011) for SSH and the GDP drifter

climatology (Lumpkin and Garraffo, 2005) for the speed.

Sea surface Sea surface Near-surface

height (SSH) temperature (SST) speed

v12 0.68 0.89 0.63

v11 0.66 0.73 0.58

Free 0.22 0.18 0.35

5 Summary and future plans

In this paper recent developments to the Met Office FOAM

system have been introduced, the new FOAM v12 system

has been described and changes relative to the previous v11

FOAM system have been highlighted. Results have been pre-

sented from three 2-year FOAM experiments, and the perfor-

mance of the new v12 system has been compared to the old

v11 system and a free-running, non-assimilative v12 system

to investigate the respective impacts of the v12 upgrade and

the data assimilation. Assessments have focused on the anal-

ysis of FGAT innovations throughout the reanalysis period

as well as daily-mean model–observation match-ups derived

from a series of 5-day forecasts spun off the assimilative tri-

als for 8 months during the assessment period (Jan, Apr, Jul

and Oct each year). An additional qualitative assessment of

the reanalysis surface fields has been performed by compar-

ing 2-D spatial maps of SSH, SST and surface currents from

all three FOAM trials against AVISO, OSTIA, and OSCAR

gridded observational products.

Results show that improvements are mixed with some con-

siderable advantages where the observation density is high

but with some deterioration where observations are sparse.

Surface fields, and in particular surface temperature, are

generally improved in the new v12 system, with global SST

and SSH rms errors of 0.45 ◦C and 7.4 cm respectively. Com-

parisons with gridded observational products suggest that the

v12 system provides a better representation of mesoscale fea-

tures in the extratropics – an improvement that will have been

caused primarily by the shorter horizontal correlation length

scales used within NEMOVAR (Waters et al., 2014). Data

assimilation is shown to have a positive effect on the surface

fields, with a reduction in surface temperature biases and cor-

rection of a long-term drift in surface height. Comparisons

with gridded data sets show a considerable improvement for

the assimilative runs and an increased spatial structure to the

surface fields.

The quality of near-surface (< 80 m) temperature and

salinity fields is also improved in the new v12 system. The

increased accuracy of near-surface temperatures is caused by

the move to NEMOVAR and the associated improvements to

SST. However the salinity improvement is in contrast to the

results of Waters et al. (2014) and is driven by the surface

boundary condition upgrade to use CORE bulk formulae.

Temperature at 100 m is slightly degraded in the v12 sys-

tem, and this seems to be a result of the present version of the

NEMOVAR assimilation scheme not being able to constrain

a persistent model bias quite as well as the old AC scheme

did. Although sub-surface salinity is better globally and in

the North Atlantic, there is a slight degradation in most other

regions. In particular, salinity is worse in the Southern Ocean

throughout most of the water column.

Although the shorter horizontal correlation length scales

employed by NEMOVAR allow for tighter matching of

mesoscale features (Table 3), they also make it harder for

the assimilation to constrain the tracer fields at depth ow-

ing to the sparsity of sub-surface observations (Waters et al.,

2014). This is thought to be responsible for the degradation

of temperature and salinity at depths below 80 m. Further re-

search is required here, but it is hoped that the extension of

NEMOVAR to include multiple horizontal length scales (as

used in AC) will better constrain the tracer fields at depth.

Assessment of the forecast fields shows that the v12 SST

fields remain better than the v11 system and considerably

better than climatology throughout the 5-day forecasts. How-

ever the v12 forecasts do not beat analysis persistence for

SST or near-surface temperature and salinity profiles, which

is particularly true in the Southern Ocean. It is believed

that this result is caused by excessive mixing in the NEMO

model, which seems to have been made worse at v12 by rein-

stating wind-induced mixing that was erroneously being ig-

nored at v11 – an error that was seemingly compensating for

the excessive mixing. The NEMOVAR assimilation scheme

is doing a good job correcting for these mixing biases, and

the v12 analyses are considerably improved compared to the

v11 analyses and, in particular, the free-running model fore-

casts. However this relative improvement in analysis qual-

ity, coupled with the mixing bias, causes the propagation

of errors through the forecasts to be higher in the new sys-

tem for SST and near-surface temperature and salinity fields.

There has been a lot of work carried out in the UK, under

the framework of the NERC–Met Office Joint Ocean Mod-

elling Programme, to better understand the cause of these

vertical mixing errors within the Global NEMO model con-

figurations (Calvert and Siddorn, 2013), and an improved set

of NEMO TKE scheme parameter values has been developed

for the latest release of the JOMP Global Ocean configura-

tion (GO5.0: Megann et al., 2013). The FOAM system will

be upgraded to use GO5.0 in 2014, and it is hoped that this

will considerably reduce these forecast errors in the future.

This change will also include the NEMO vn3.4 TKE con-

vective bug fix, which should help reduce the evolution of

erroneously deep winter mixed layers.

For both the v12 and v11 systems there is a substantial

jump in errors between the analyses and the start of the fore-
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cast when comparing against sub-surface temperature and

salinity observations. This apparent jump could be the re-

sult of the data assimilation schemes over-fitting the rela-

tively sparse sub-surface profiles but is most likely caused

by the lack of independence of the observations when com-

paring with the analysis fields. This jump is not seen in the

SST results owing to differences in the level of abundance

and independence of the respective data sets as discussed in

Sect. 4.2.2 above. It is hoped that recalculating error vari-

ances as part of the implementation of dual horizontal cor-

relation length scales will reduce this problem in future ver-

sions of FOAM.

Sea ice fields are considerably improved in the v12 sys-

tem, with a significant reduction in concentration errors re-

vealed by the innovation statistics. Comparisons of ice extent

against gridded OSTIA observations confirm this ice concen-

tration improvement, showing that the v12 fields are closer

to the SSMIS observations. The smaller horizontal correla-

tion length scales used within the NEMOVAR assimilation

scheme account for a significant portion of this improvement

(Waters et al., 2014), with the bulk formulae surface bound-

ary condition and CICE multi-category sea ice model up-

grades accounting for the rest. The impact of the SBC and

CICE changes can be seen by the improvement in sea ice

extent evolution during the model forecasts (Fig. 8). Ice vol-

ume is also improved for v12 and compares much better with

the Arctic PIOMAS volumes of Schweiger et al. (2011) than

does the v11 system, which overestimates the volume of Arc-

tic winter sea ice considerably. However there seems to be an

underestimation of ice volume in the v12 CICE system albeit

considerably less extreme than the overestimation in the v11

LIM2 system. Assimilation of sea ice concentration data has

a significant impact on the ice edge, particularly during the

summer months, where the free-running model tends to melt

the ice too aggressively, leading to an underestimation of the

ice extent minima. However the Arctic ice is thinner in the

v12 system compared to the free run. This is thought to be

caused by the assimilation of ice concentration in regions of

thick multi-year ice (Lindsay and Zhang, 2006), and work is

currently underway to investigate whether changing the way

ice concentration is assimilated will reduce these detrimental

effects. Additionally there are plans to investigate the ocean–

ice–atmosphere interactions within CICE with the aim of im-

proving sea ice fields in the free-running model.

Near-surface velocity statistics are generally better in the

new v12 system, with lower rms errors and higher correla-

tions, save for in the tropical Atlantic and tropical Pacific.

The same is true for the forecast experiments, with v12 ve-

locities outperforming v11 velocities throughout the forecast

as well as beating both persistence and climatology. Compar-

isons with independent velocities derived from drifter posi-

tions suggest a good level of skill in the zonal velocity fields

with a correlation of 0.59 globally and correlations above

0.6 in the tropical Atlantic, tropical Pacific and Indian Ocean

regions. Data assimilation has a positive effect on the near-

surface velocity fields, particularly for meridional velocities,

even though the velocities themselves are not assimilated.

In general there is a degradation of model skill in the trop-

ics at v12, which is particularly pronounced in the tropical

Pacific. One hypothesis is that assimilation of data in the

tropics causes spurious variability in the system, which in

turn is responsible for degrading the quality of model fields

here. Mean and standard deviations of assimilation tracer in-

crements (not shown) reveal that, in general, NEMOVAR is

doing a lot more work than AC and at smaller length scales.

This is particularly true in the tropics, which would exagger-

ate this issue and could be responsible for the degradation

seen in the v12 assessments. This hypothesis is partially sup-

ported by the drifter-velocity results that show that the assim-

ilation increases the zonal velocity variability in the tropics

with comparatively little increase in model skill. In an at-

tempt to improve the situation in the tropics, a number of

modifications to the NEMOVAR scheme are being tested,

including the use of a second-order velocity balance in the

tropics and adjusting the IAU window to apply increments

over both shorter and longer time periods.

As well as the previously mentioned development of dual

horizontal correlation length scales, the upgrade to GO5.0

and the proposed modifications to the assimilation of sea ice

concentration, there are a number of other changes planned

to the FOAM system. As part of a continual upgrade to the

FOAM observing system to use new data sources, Jason-1

SLA data will soon be replaced with AltiKA/SARAL data

and the satellite SST observations will be extended to include

microwave data from the Advanced Microwave Scanning

Radiometer 2 (AMSR2) instrument onboard the GCOM-

W1 (Global Change Observation Mission – Water) satellite.

Since the loss of the AATSR instrument, the reference data

set used for the satellite SST bias correction scheme has con-

sisted of only in situ SST observations. There are plans to in-

crease this reference data set by inclusion of an accurate sub-

set of night-time MetOp-AVHRR data, defined based on low

satellite zenith angle, as has already been implemented in the

OSTIA system. Another planned change is the extension of

the FOAM system to produce estimates of diurnal skin tem-

perature using the parametrisations described in Sykes et al.

(2014). There are also substantial upgrades planned to the

Met Office global NWP model in summer 2014, including a

resolution increase from 25 to 17 km, which will hopefully

have a positive effect on the precipitation biases described in

Sect. 4.

In the medium term, over the next year, FOAM forecasts

will start to be produced by a coupled ocean–ice–atmosphere

short-range forecasting system initialised from the FOAM

and NWP analyses each day. In the longer term, there are also

plans to extend the FOAM and NWP assimilation schemes

to produce an analysis within the coupled framework. This

move to a fully coupled system would mean that the ocean

surface fields become more important for effective ocean–

ice–atmosphere interactions.
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Appendix A: FOAM v11 upgrade

Details of the FOAM v11 upgrade are described here to ref-

erence the changes made at v11 relative to the Storkey et al.

(2010) FOAM v10 system. It is important to provide details

of the v11 system because assessment of the new v12 sys-

tem in Sect. 4 is made relative to the v11 system, which

has not been specifically documented in the literature. For

brevity the details and justifications for the v11 changes are

not described in depth but are merely highlighted to allow

the reader to get a better background picture of the evolution

of the FOAM system since the initial FOAM-NEMO imple-

mentation described in Storkey et al. (2010). A summary of

the differences between the global model configurations for

FOAM v10, v11 and v12 can be found in Table 1.

The following changes were made as part of the FOAM

v11 system upgrade: the use of CNES09 MDT (Rio et al.,

2011) in place of the Rio2007 MDT (Rio et al., 2007b);

implementation of newly calculated and seasonally varying

error covariances for the data assimilation scheme; chang-

ing from free-slip to partial-slip lateral boundary conditions;

and the implementation of a mixed Laplacian–bi-Laplacian

horizontal momentum diffusion scheme. Although the v10

documentation of Storkey et al. (2010) describes the use

of a mixed Laplacian–bi-Laplacian scheme for horizontal

momentum diffusion, there was found to be an error in

the scheme and only the Laplacian part was being applied.

Correct implementation of the bi-Laplacian component re-

duced grid-scale noise in the velocity fields and improved

mesoscale variability in the system. The partial-slip change

was made to prevent the generation of spurious currents

around islands in regions of steep topography, which were

caused by the SLA assimilation within the analysis correc-

tion scheme. This issue has been solved by the move to

NEMOVAR, and so free-slip lateral boundary conditions are

used at v12 once again.

The upgrade to FOAM v11 also saw the extension of the

operational FOAM system to include an additional 24 h data

assimilation cycle to allow the assimilation of data over a

48 h window (as briefly outlined in Sect. 2.3 above). The

addition of this retrospective assimilation cycle allowed the

FOAM v11 system to assimilate considerably more sub-

surface profiles than was possible with a single 24 h cycle

because more late-arriving observations could be included

(i.e. observations arriving more than 24 h behind time, but

less than 48 h would now be assimilated, which was not the

case at v10). This was particularly true for Argo (Roemmich

et al., 2009) and marine mammal observations, which saw

an average increase of over 50 % from approximately 220 to

340 profiles per day. The effect of assimilating these extra

profiles was a major reduction in rms error of between 5 and

6 % globally against sub-surface temperature and salinity ob-

servations.

The v11 changes are further described in Blockley et al.

(2012) and Storkey (2011), who also provide assessments of

the impacts of the v11 upgrade on near-surface currents and

temperature and salinity biases respectively. Readers should

note that in these publications the FOAM v10 and FOAM

v11 systems are referred to as “FOAMV0” and “FOAM

V1” respectively – the reason being that, as these particu-

lar FOAM configurations were implemented as part of the

MyOcean project, MyOcean version numbers were used to

reference the configurations.
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